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trate this   is   KahsavadhtcmMifisfife
fjlidtayati ; i. e. tlie expression' Kaiisim
yatl means " he narrates the story of Kaiisa's
being killed." Now gltdtiijnii in this instance
is, according to the theory of the author of the
vurtika, got by dropping the suffix of vadh<i*
reducing it to its original form of han (to kill),
appending the termination ayn and making
the changes necessary in the ease of han. An-
other instance given in the Bhashya is Ball-
ba ndJi a m dch'i s Itte — Balim ban dlvi ija ft. Now Pa-
tanjali asks if this rale is applicable only to the
settled names of stories, or to all nouns expressive
of an event. His answer is to the latter effect,
and thus one may use the expression RajdnctM
dgani'iyatl in the sense of ** he announces the
coming of the king/* This shows that Kan-
savadha and BallbandJtz were the settled names
of certain current stories. Now in this vdrtik'a
Katyayana notices a usage in Sanskrit common
to it with several other languages, in virtue of
which the causal form of a root may be used to
denote the narration or announcement of an
event expressed by the root. The expressions
*c He -causes Kansa to be killed, Bali to be put
under restraint, and the king' to come,*5 mean
" he narrates Kaiisa's being killed" and " Bali's
being put under restraint," and ** announces the
coming of the king/' But though the forms
gJidt'iyati, bandJiay iti, and dyamayaH are causal?
of the roots Jian, bandh, and -gam with «, the au-
thor of the 'cdrtiha, does not here call them so, aiid
hence the necessity of the new rule he has made.
But Patanjali, and perhaps Katyayana also
eventually, looks upon them as causal forms, and
decides that the rule is not required, and that
the forms can be arrived at by Panini's general
sutra about the causals hetwnrwtfi cJia IE. 1. 26.
But there is some difficulty as to the Present
Tense. In such instances as " Having started
 from Ujjayiiij, he makes the* sun rise (susi/am
wlyjuaayatl) at Mahishmati (L e. reaches Ma-
hislimati at sunrise)/' the Present Tense is
appropriate, since at the time he is in Mahi-
slimati, the smi actually does rise. Bat its pro-
priety is not so clear in such expressions as t; He
causes Kafisa to be killed," an«i " He causes
Bali to be pufc under restraint/* for it is a
long time since Kaiisa was killed or Bali
restrained. Even here, says Patanjali, the
Present Tense is appropriate. For the narra-
tion or announcement of a story or an event may
be made in one of three ways :— L?£, by repre-
senting the story on the stage ; 2ndly, by re-
presenting it by means of pictures ; and 2rdli/t
by narrating it by word of month. In the first
case the leader or manager of a dramatic corps
does actually cause a person who calls himself
Kaiisa to be killed, and a person who calls
himself Bali to be pafc under restraint. Hence
the Present Tense is appropriate. In the
second case the blows of Kaiisa and Krishna
are actually seen at the time in the pictures as
aimed or received by the two combatants. In
the third case the narrators give expression to
what they know* s»bout them (Kaiisa and
Krishna) from their blrfh to their deathf and
thus externally manifest what at the time exists
internally. And that the things do exist in-
ternally or in the mind is shown in this vay.
They (the narrators) are of various kinds, some
are adherents or devotees of Kansa and some
of Yasudeva. Their countenances assume dif-
ferent colours ; the faces of some (whose fa-
vourite hero is defeated) become dark, the
faces of others red. And in such -eases all the
three tenses are used by people, for example,
.they say " Go, Kaiisa t> being killed;" " Go, Kafisa
is to l& killed ; " ** What is the me of going ?
Kaiisa is
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